
Forsberg, Olly 

	Olly Forsberg was found in the mountains by Zebulon Pike.  No one knows where he came from, some say he was born from the Rocky Mountains themselves but from 1806 for the next 124 years Forsberg would roam the Mountains and take part in numerous pieces of Colorado history, including Zebulon Pike himself.  Zebulon (true name, great name) is the guy who Pike's Peak is named after, even though he never actually scaled Pike's Peak (which, according to Hedgegrove, is because of Olly Forsberg).  In fact, the ones to actually successfully scale Pike's Peak (again, with the help of Forsberg.  The guy stuck around Pike's Peak a lot) was Edwin James and Stephen Long (Stephen Long of Long's Peak fame, Edwin James of James Peak fame.

			Forsberg had a great beard like a squirrel's nest and skin
			as hard as a rock.  Deep canyons crested his forehead,
			though he never aged.  He stood tall, at 6 foot 5, and could
			take down a puma with his bare hands.  Aside from his
			great beard Forsberg would always have a magpie feather 
			in his hat (said to have come from his mother, who was 
			turned into a magpie because she was too beautiful as a 
			human), and a columbine that grow from his chest pocket.

	So, for a lot of the Early parts of the recorded history of Olly Forsberg he was skipping around mountains (literally), guiding the early mountaineers to scale the massive 14,000+ peaks of the rockies.  People would also see him wading through rivers, climbing down trees, etc.  One story from the 1820's on the William Bucknell expedition (which was basically forging the Santa Fe Trail), states:
		
			Bucknell and his company were outside of the area where
			Cripple Creek would be founded, when the Purgatoire
			overflowed from its banks and onto the only path they
			could take.  Bucknell and his company were distraught
			when, from out of the river, rose Olly Forsberg, carrying
			two trout in his hands.  Forsberg gave Bucknell the trout,
			and then lifted a giant boulder onto the river bank so the
			expedition could continue.  He then gave the traders a
			thumbs-up, clicked his tongue, and walked back into the
			river.  Bucknell never included this in reports, but other
			members of the company did.

	A fun fact about William Bucknell, he would later marry Emma Eliza Ward who would become a Titanic survivor.  This is also of note because apparently another Titanic Survivor, Molly Brown, would have a torrid affair with Olly Forsberg later (who, despite being over 100 at the time, still looked the exact same as he did when Pike found him wandering around the mountains).  Hedgegrove even has a note that asks if Brown survived because she was holding a rock said to be given to her by Forsberg.  Any Coloradoan worth their salt knows this would be false, though.  Molly Brown survived because she was a bad-ass.  And for the record, yeah I'm a Coloradoan.  From Niwot, which if you've never heard of it I wouldn't blame you.  The main thing it's famous for is being the birthplace of a guy on NCIS.
	Anyways, through the 1830's then Forsberg would work to try and keep tensions between the Mexicans, the Americans, and the Texians at bay before a dispute over territory and the independence of the Republic of Texas.  Sooner or later this bubbled over into the Mexican-American war, which is among the first instances of Olly Forsberg going to war.

			Forsberg would join forces with General Stephen 
			Kearny for the march and capture of Santa Fe.
			Forsberg was instrumental in the capture of it, as he
			was in charge of a platoon of coyotes who swarmed the
			Santa Fe Plaza and ran after people howling and 
			foaming at the mouth.  While others were concerned
			about the 40-odd coyotes roaming the streets (as they
			should have been), Kearny was able to successfully
			capture the capital.

	Forsberg could also apparently smell gold and could shove his hands into the ground and pull out a golden ignot.  You would think this would make him the wealthiest person in Colorado at the time, but apparently he threw most of his gold into the sulfur pits of Wyoming during a hunt for Alfred Packer (who is, of course, the only person to be sentenced for life imprisonment because of cannibalism.  You can read all about it in the Prison Museum in Canon City, Colorado).  Forsberg apparently met Packer before the whole cannibalism incident and told him- in a voice that could crack rocks- "You better not go into those mountains, kid. Bad things a'coming".  Oh, and Forsberg met Abraham Lincoln.  Shook his hand and said it was "Like sticky wood".  He was present for the incorporation of Denver in 1862 where his pet Peregrine Falcon, Rufus, flew around the city thirty-two times squawking "Where the Columbines Grow" all the way.  Oh yeah, Forsberg had a pet falcon named Rufus.  He used him to hunt down outlaws in the old west.
	But before the west was won, Forsberg had to get through the Indian Wars and the Civil War.
			
			Forsberg would continue with his somewhat chaotic
			streak throughout the Civil War, mostly attempting to
			avoid conflict between the Union and Confederacy.
			However, during the Battle of Glorieta Pass he joined
			the Colorado Legion against the confederates and fought
			for the entire battle without rest and was there when
			Chivington led an assault on a supply train.  During this
			assault Forsberg made friends with the local Apaches and
			Utes who he would later offer to help during the Colorado
			Indian Wars.

	Forsberg is described as both a friend and a foe of the railroads, helping out Chinese and Irish workers finish stretches (apparently he built 13 miles of railroad with his bare hands, and even had a night on the town with John Henry).  However, Forsberg would also commit several train robberies, appearing on the back of a horse named tumbleweed who may or may not have been an actual tumbleweed that could turn into a horse).  Forsberg settled his differences with the railroad companies in 1882, when he attended the opening of Denver's Union Station and commemorated it by dancing for 32 hours all along the floors ("You can still see his bootprints!", remarks Hedgegrove).  Although the commemoration of Union Station is said to have angered the same mountain spirits that turned his mother into a magpie, which reportedly caused the most intense earthquake in Colorado history in 1882.
	For a long time after that there is no mention of Olly Forsberg, and it's widely assumed that he was swallowed by the earthquake and had to go fight some kind of mountain ghost.  About fourteen years later, Forsberg returned to Denver, riding on the back of a giant Tiger Salamander who could breathe fire.  Forsberg rode into the Denver Zoo and offered to give the Salamander to them, as well as Rufus his beloved falcon and Tumbleweed his trust horse.  The Zoo said "no", and Forsberg uttered some pretty racist things (Forsberg apparently never got over the Mexican-American war. I guess having a folk hero who was a hero of women's, chinese, african-american, and native american rights was too much.  He had to have at least one flaw).  By the turn of the 20th century, Forsberg (who should have been around 118 years old by now) had met Nikola Tesla in his Colorado Spring laboratory.  Tesla reports that Forsberg was a nuisance who would constantly break his fence and dig up his yard.
	Forsberg met with Teddy Roosevelt on multiple occasions, helping him navigate forests and streams in his preservation efforts, however:

			Once Forsberg found out that Roosevelt was claiming
			government ownership over land he  and Teddy got into
			a shouting match.  Forsberg yelled so loud that a 
			rockslide happened and trapped Forsberg for a year 
			underground.  Forsberg and Roosevelt never spoke
			again after that, and Forsberg refused to walk into any
			of the so-called "National Parks".

	So strike two: Forsberg hated national parks, which is weird.  Honestly, for much of this it sort of just seems like Hedgegrove was making a grab-bag of thing she thought were issues at the time, because come on: A weirdo mountain-man who could breath underwater and smell gold? Who owned a pet falcon and a fire-breathign salamander? Who first appeared to Zebulon-freaking Pike?  That guy would be ALL OVER land preservation.  Weirdly enough, Hedgegrove says nothing about banks, which I sort of feel like be Hedgegrove's sticking point.  Not National Parks.  Anyways, there are a lot of other stories. Um, Forsberg tried to dig underground and save miners in the ludlow Massacre, He was there when Buffalo Bill died (Oh, and he and Buffalo Bill rode through the old west for like, three years.  They were like buddy cops), he spoke with Douglas Fairbanks and told him to get into "Them movin' pictures. Like the train ones", he survived blizzards and floods (in one flood he survived by riding on the backs of one thousand and eighteen trout), and he mostly wandered around a lot of the swiftly modernizing cities of Colorado.

			The last known adventure of Olly Forsberg was at the 
			Royal Gorge bridge. He chopped down trees and cleared 
			rocks and bent steel for the bridge to be completed.  The
			last thing anyone had heard him say was "I hope this bridge
			works.  If'n not, I'm not gonna be 'round no more. Adios".
			With that Forsberg walked.  He walked for hundreds of miles,
			through all of Wyoming and part of Montana to Glacier
			national Park.  It was here that he waited for months before
			being eaten by a glacier.  Olly Forsberg, over 124 years old,
			born of rock and mountains died by ice and snow.
